Meet Fitbit Versa 3, our most versatile
smartwatch yet. We upgraded our best-selling
Versa 2 smartwatch with new features for
fitness and for life—built-in GPS, fast charging
and Active Zone Minutes, plus the ability to
answer calls from your wrist.*

Motivation on your wrist
Get real-time pace and distance during runs or rides with
built-in GPS—no phone necessary—and measure the
intensity of your activity with the Workout Intensity Map.

Track fitness with heart
Optimise your workout with Active Zone Minutes and
20+ exercise modes.**

Stay connected on the go
Receive call, text and smartphone app notifications from
your wrist.*** Plus, get quick answers, check the weather and
set alarms with Google Assistant & Alexa Built-in.♦

See how it compares
with Versa 2

VERSA 2
Everyday health & fitness smartwatch
with Alexa Built-in, sleep features,
music and more.

Battery life (days) ♦♦

VERSA 3
Advanced health & fitness smartwatch
with built-in GPS, Active Zone Minutes,
music and more for all-day motivation.

6+

6+

Active Zone Minutes
20+ goal-based exercise modes
24/7 heart rate tracking
Water-resistant to 50m
All-day activity tracking, calories burned, floors climbed
Sleep tracking and Sleep Score
Guided breathing sessions
Call, text and smartphone app notifications***
Store and play music**
Always-on display mode♦♦♦
100+ apps and clock faces
Google Assistant & Alexa Built-in♦

NEW

Pace and distance with built-in GPS
Fast charging†
Infinity band

Alexa only

NEW

NEW
NEW
NEW

Take Bluetooth® calls from wrist *

Show your style with accessories
Sold separately. Sense and Versa 3 accessories are cross-compatible.

Sense & Versa 3 Sport Bands

Sense & Versa 3 Woven Bands (made with REPREVE®)

Black/Lunar White, Sapphire/Fog Grey
Fitbit.com & online retail exclusives: Melon/Rose, Grey/Mint, Evergreen/Lunar White

Charcoal
Fitbit.com & online retail exclusives: Camo

*Coming late 2020. **Applicable subscription required; Spotify and Deezer not available in all countries. ***Available when phone is nearby. ♦Third-party account and app may be required. Not available in all countries,
see fitbit.com/uk/voice. Google Assistant not available on Versa 2. ♦♦Varies with use and other factors. ♦♦♦ Always-on display mode requires more frequent charging. †Get 24 hours of charge with 12 minutes of charging.

